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Details of Visit:

Author: Bond007
Location 2: Kensington
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 18 Jun 2016 20:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 450
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07749109656

The Premises:

The Lady:

Sophia's pictures don't do her justice, she is so much more beautiful in real life. Very tall, model
looking brunette, with amazing sparkling big eyes. Sophie is build for walking around naked. Every
step shows new angles to her physical delights and add to the relaxed and sensuous mood
surrounding her.
Sophia personality is great, you will be completely relaxed in her presence. She reads you fast and
wants to take it all in.
Sophia holds nothing back including verbalizing her own desires.

The Story:

Sophia and I started with a shared bath touching, talking and kissing. A very relaxing and easy way
to get intimate with each other.
Soon we were rolling over in the sheets enjoying each other more. For whatever reason I was not
having the best of days, but Sophia was persuasive and insistent in raising me to the occasion. We
were all over it position wise including Sophia showing one of her own invention - at least it is not in
the Kama Sutra nor in my prior lifelong experience - where she literally fucks you by activating her
butt big time. It is both visual and physical stimulation beyond description, but also adds an element
of hilarity to the fun.
Short and sweet: Sophia really likes to fuck, and hard too. She enjoys most aspects of sex and is
intensely curious about her own and others sexuality. Sophia likes
people and lets it shine in her engagement.
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